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Standard 1:  Students read and understand a variety of materials 

1.0   Recognize and Make Meaning of Text (Students understand that text has 
meaning and use a variety of strategies to recognize and make meaning of unfamiliar text) 

1.1 Attend to reading activity/literacy materials 
1.1.1 Display attention to people, surroundings or materials 
1.1.2 Demonstrate necessary reading behaviors (e.g. prepare for   
  headphones, turn to listen, look at screen or reader, indicate 

 preference when offered a choice of reading material) 
1.1.3 Demonstrate understanding of proper positioning of literacy  
  materials 

1.1.4 Demonstrate understanding of orientation/directionality of print 
1.1.5 Attend to the reader and literacy related materials in a purposeful  
  manner 

1.1.6 Demonstrate ability to attend to pictures/symbols/objects pertinent 
  to a story 

1.1.7 Demonstrate ability to attend to story from beginning to end 
1.1.8 Attends to literacy-related technologies such as computer, tape  

recorder, and video player 
1.1.9 Communicate preferred mode for accessing literacy materials 

 
 1.2 Demonstrate understanding of symbolic representation  

1.2.1 Demonstrate understanding that environmental print, pictures,  
  symbols, and objects have meaning 

1.2.2 Recognize own name in print 
1.2.3 Demonstrate understanding that letters are different from   
  pictures/symbols/objects 

1.2.4 Know the letters of the alphabet by name 
1.2.5 Demonstrate understanding that pictures/objects are represented by 

 words 
1.2.6 Demonstrate understanding that sentences are made up of words 
1.2.7 Demonstrate understanding that words are made of parts (prefix,  
  root, suffix) and that the parts can be used to decipher words 

 
 1.3  Demonstrate understanding of beginning principles of phonics 

1.3.1 Demonstrate understanding that letters and words relate to   
  sounds 

1.3.2 Identify sounds/symbol relationships 
1.3.3 Use letter names to represent sounds, syllables or words 
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1.3.4 Identify sounds within a word 
1.3.5 Discriminate letter sounds within words and sentences 
1.3.6 Demonstrate understanding that words are made up of letter  

  patterns represented by sounds 
1.3.7 Demonstrate understanding of word structure and sound   

  combinations 
1.3.8 Use phonetic skills to decode unfamiliar words and follow written  

  text 
 

 1.4 Use a variety of strategies to make meaning of text   

1.4.1  Use picture/symbol or object to communicate abstract meaning 
 (e.g. touch/switch/key or picture/objects to ask for drink) 

1.4.2  Use picture/context cues and other strategies to determine  
unknown words 

1.4.3       Generalize use of familiar words, pictures/symbols/objects to 
 communicate meaning 

1.4.4      Recognize high frequency words 
1.4.5   Integrate an unfamiliar word/symbol into current vocabulary  
1.4.6  Use resources/reference materials (e.g. dictionary, teacher) to 

 gain meaning of  new words/pictures/symbols/objects 
1.4.7  Use bold print, italics, titles, sub-titles, quotations and underlined 

 words to comprehend text 
1.4.8       Demonstrate understanding of prepositions 
1.4.9  Demonstrate understanding of figurative language and idioms 

1.4.10  Demonstrate understanding of message in quotes 

2.0 COMPREHEND READING PASSAGE/SELECTION (Students use a  variety 
of comprehension strategies before, during and after reading) 

2.1   Make connections to reading passage 
2.1.1   Communicate prior knowledge regarding reading topic 
2.1.2   Identify a personal experience related to reading topic 
2.1.3   Use prior knowledge to communicate about content of story 
2.1.4   Identify connections across texts in order to gain meaning 
2.1.5   Read text/picture symbols with expression and accuracy in order 

 to comprehend text 
2.1.6   Make predictions, make inferences or draws conclusions afte 

reading a passage 
2.1.7   Use vocabulary, pictures/symbols/objects from story to relate 

 information about the story 
2.1.8   Discuss, recommend and accept suggestions for reading 

 selections 

2.2 Identify elements of literature (character, plot, setting) 
2.2.1   Communicate understanding of who, what, where, when and why 
2.2.2   Identify main character from a reading passage 
2.2.3   Communicate details about main character 
2.2.4   Relate main events of story 
2.2.5   Sequence main events (e.g. beginning, middle, end) 
2.2.6   Identify the problem/solution in a reading passage 
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2.2.7   Communicate understanding of conflict in a reading passage 
2.2.8   Identify elements of plot, character, setting, etc  
2.2.9   Identify structural patterns in passage (chronological events; 

 compare/contrast; cause/effect) 
2.2.10  Identify several supporting details (including main idea) 

 related to reading passage 
 
 

Standard 4:  Students apply thinking skills to their reading, writing, speaking, listening 
and viewing 

3.0 INTERACT WITH A VARIETY OF TEXTS 
(Students understand a variety of text, including literary, informational and functional 
texts.  Students read for a variety of purposes) 

3.1 Demonstrate knowledge that various texts have different purposes 
3.1.1   Demonstrate use of variety of texts (e.g. newspaper, magazines) 
3.1.2   Identify and describe patterns/purposes in a variety of literary 

 genre 
3.1.3   Read/listen to unfamiliar genres 
3.1.4   Demonstrate understanding of the difference between fiction and 

 non-fiction 
3.1.5   Distinguish between fact (true statement) and opinion (belief or 

 feeling  about a subject) 
3.1.6   Identify author’s purpose for writing (e.g. inform, entertain, 

 persuade) 
3.1.7   Identify author’s point of view or feelings about a person or event  

 
Standard 5: Students read to locate, select and make use of relevant information from a 
variety of media, reference and technological sources  

 3.2 Understands informational and functional texts 
3.2.1   Identify/use a variety of resources (e.g. computer, a book, an 

 object,  picture symbol, dictionary, spell check, word prediction 
 program) to answer questions about reading passage 

3.2.2   Use dictionary or thesaurus to gain meaning of new words, picture 
 symbols or objects in a reading passage 

3.2.3   Sort information as it relates to a specific topic or purpose of a 
 reading passage 

3.2.4   Follows directions obtained through informational and functional 
 texts 

3.2.5   Ask questions for clarification of directions or instructions  
obtained from text 

3.2.6            Recognizes similarities between different sources of  
information 

               
 
Standards 6: Students read and recognize literature as a record of human experience 
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4.0 PARTICIPATE IN A LITERATE COMMUNITY 
(Students respond to reading materials and activities with interest and involvement. 
Students engage in review and evaluation of reading materials and experiences) 

 4.1 Understand and apply literary techniques/elements to appreciate and  
 react  to literature 

4.1.1 Relate character’s experiences to own experiences 
4.1.2 Use rhythm and fluency in a reading passage 
4.1.3 Demonstrate understanding of simile and metaphor 
4.1.4 Read and demonstrate understanding of poetry 
4.1.5 Select and evaluate text on personal criteria/favorite genre 
4.1.6 Indicate his/her favorite part of passage/topic 
4.1.7 Demonstrate understanding of different cultures represented in 

 text 
4.1.8 Communicate an opinion about the reading passage/main 

 character 
4.1.9 Locate details/vocabulary in passage to support author’s opinion 
4.1.10 Identify author’s theme (message, idea or lesson) to tell readers 

 
 
 
 


